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2Wind Atlas for Egypt (C) outputs
9 22 wind atlas stations in operation + 8 EMA stations
9 Database of met. measurements
9 Database of WAsP wind atlas data
9 Training courses for technicians
9 Training course for engineers/scientists
9 Cup anemometer rehabilitation and calibration facility
9 Instruments and safety features for the wind atlas stations
9 Satellite-based on-line data transmission system
9 Software for wind data analysis and wind flow modelling
9 Meso-scale modelling of Egypt using the KAMM model
9 Database of KAMM modelling results (Numerical Wind Atlas)
9 ”Wind Atlas for Egypt 1991-2005”
• book of 280 pages, 250 copies, in press...
Wind Atlas for Egypt station map
3Observational wind atlas
• Analysis procedure (WAsP)
Observed Wind Climate
+ sheltering obstacles
+ roughness map
+ elevation map
⇒ Regional Wind Climate
• Application procedure (WAsP)
Regional Wind Climate
+ sheltering obstacles
+ roughness map
+ elevation map
⇒ Predicted Wind Climate
+ power and thrust curves
⇒ Predicted wind farm AEP
Numerical wind atlas
• Analysis procedure (KAMM)
NCEP/NCAR reanalysis data
+ roughness map
+ elevation map
⇒ Regional Wind Climate
• Application procedure (WAsP)
Regional Wind Climate
+ sheltering obstacles
+ roughness map
+ elevation map
⇒ Predicted Wind Climate
+ power and thrust curves
⇒ Predicted wind farm AEP
4Egyptian regional wind climates
• WAsP modelling
• 30 met. stations
• Graph shows RWC
• Wind climate over 
flat, uniform terrain
• Mean wind speed
and power density 
50 m a.g.l.
Northwest coast regional wind climates
5Northeast coast regional wind climates
Gulf of Aqaba regional wind climates
6Gulf of Suez regional wind climates
Red Sea regional wind climates
7Western Desert regional wind climates
”The wind atlas hour” – outline
• Observational wind atlas (NGM)
• activities
• results
• Numerical wind atlas (JB)
• activities
• results
• Application of the Wind Atlas for Egypt (NGM)
• Overview of Egyptian wind resources
• Numerical wind atlas + WAsP
• Observational wind atlas + WAsP
• Topographical inputs
• The future…
